
NOTES OF DYNAMO MEETING HELD 18 DECEMBER 2014 

 

Present: Patricia Clarke, Jim Davies, Claire Duplock, Dick Follows, Paul Stubbins 

 

1. Treasurer matters 

 

Jim is now a signatory for the Santander account and is close to getting internet access.  

It would be better for members to pay their subscriptions into this Santander account, 

and Jim will email Patricia the details so that she can put this on the blog. 

 

Action:  Jim, Patricia 

 

2. City centre 

 

Dick reported that not all cycle stands have been reinstated since the pedestrian area 

works, and that the cycle markings through Nelson Street car park have not been 

repainted.  Dick has chased Gary Bowker at the City Council but has had no response.  

Dick will email again and, if there is no response, will phone. 

 

Paul pointed out that cycle theft is a problem, and secure bicycle parking with CCTV is 

crucial. Many thefts are from railway stations, and the British Transport Police say they 

are taking these seriously.   

 

We should write to the police about bicycle theft asking them if they are willing to ensure 

that all bicycle stands are covered by cameras and if they follow up bicycle thefts.  Dick 

will ask Tim who funds CCTV cameras and will also write to the police about bicycle theft 

(mentioning the park and cycle proposal below, which would bring extra cycles into the 

city).   

 

Action:  Dick 

 

3. Website domain 

 

Paul wondered if it was possible for the lancaster-dynamo.org.uk domain to be 

redirected to the blog and if the email could be directed to a more “professional” 

name/s.  John Leach set up the domain name and pays the £5 fee.  Patricia has the log-

in details, which she will send to Paul.  Jim pointed out that there may be a small cost 

involved.   

 

Action:  Patricia, Paul 

 

4. A6 campaign 

 

Paul has a meeting on 19 December with Eric Ollerenshaw MP, where he will raise the A6 

campaign along with the Heysham campaign.  Dick will scan and send his letter from 

Mr Ollerenshaw, received in response to the CTC petition for the cycle delivery plan.  

Paul will update the MP about our joint letter and the local publicity it generated.  We 

have the impression that the County Council wants to push our proposal into the long 

grass of the Transport Masterplan.   

 

John Fillis of the County Council does not wish to engage in a public meeting (as 

anything of this nature would be as part of the Transport Masterplan).  He has suggested 

a meeting in the second week in January with Dynamo however.   

 

Dick has been in touch with Sergeant Ralphson of the local police about the road safety 

aspect of the A6.  Sergeant Ralphson has given tentative support for better 

infrastructure, but Dynamo would like to have a formal endorsement from the local 

police with regards to road safety, accident spots and traffic flows.  Can we get 

something from the police about the cause of accidents and suggestions for 



improvements in time for the meeting with Mr Fillis?  Even advisory cycle lanes, with 

parking restrictions as on South Road, would be useful.  Dick will reply to Sergeant 

Ralphson with a list of possible changes to the A6 and ask which he would favour from a 

road safety and enforcement point of view.  Mention that we would like this in time for 

our meeting with Mr Fillis.   

 

Paul is working to encourage Green councillors to take a pro-active stance in the 

campaign for pedestrian and cycle safety on the A6, emphasising the pedestrian safety 

aspect. 

 

Lancaster University has intimated that they will be asking the County Council what 

happened to the Local Sustainable Transport Fund.  Paul proposed sending a copy of our 

open letter to those institutions who supported the original LSTF bid to express our 

dissatisfaction with the outcomes.  This would be best done after the meeting with 

Mr Fillis and with a response from Sergeant Ralphson. 

 

Action  Paul, Dick 

 

5. Park and cycle proposal for M6 Lancaster North park and ride 

 

Paul had heard about “park and cycle” in Cambridge and had investigated further with a 

view to implementing the same at the new M6 motorway junction, which will have a 

large car park for the park and ride bus.  He has had a response from Cambridge Cycle 

Campaign and from Steven Halsall of the County Council.   Mr Halsall was under the 

impression there would also be cycle parking at the car park.  Cambridge has 40-60 

bicycle lockers at each park and ride car park, and Paul thought that we could have 

something similar in Lancaster.  He has asked Mr Halsall how this should be taken 

forward.  Obviously there would have to be a direct link from the car park to the cycle 

path with signposting. 

 

This plan should be included in Dick’s letter to the police about secure bicycle parking 

(above), as any cycle parking at such a facility should be super secure. 

 

6. Membership 

 

Six new members have signed up!  Five of them from the November critical mass from 

Lancaster University, for which Paul prepared a flyer giving accident statistics.  One 

person told Paul that he would follow up the LSTF funding through a Freedom of 

Information Act request.   

 

The next critical mass is on Boxing Day. 

 

7. A5 leaflet and communication 

 

Patricia needs to keep the blog updated.   

 

Patricia drafted an A5 leaflet in November, which she will finalise, get printed and put 

out in cycle shops.  Dick will check with The Edge that they are happy for their discount 

to be advertised on the flyer. 

 

Action:  Patricia, Dick 

 

8. Date and time of next meeting 

 

Thursday 22 January 2015 at 7.30 p.m. at Dick and Patricia’s.   


